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Fill in missing adjectives for each noun. 

Add the specified type of adjective to each sentence.  You may use the ones above or write new ones. 
 

1) After seeing her, no one could deny her talent ___________________________________. 
          (prepositional phrase) 
 

2) ___________________________________, one of the bowling pins was about to fall. 
  (participial phrase) 
 

3) The librarian retrieved the book from the girl ___________________________________. 
          (adjective clause) 
 

4) The one ______________________________ is made of wood and can hold up to 20 lbs. 
   (infinitive phrase) 
 

5) The art show judges rejected the painting _______________________________________. 
          (participial phrase) 
 

6) Each guest chose one ______________________________________. 
       (prepositional phrase) 
 

7) The art collectors came to see ________________ painting _________________________. 
         (word)      (prepositional phrase) 
 

8) She received a letter from one ____________________ ____________________________. 
      (prepositional phrase)      (adjective clause) 
 

9) _____________________________, the girl ___________________________ just arrived. 
  (participial phrase)      (infinitive phrase) 
 

10) John displayed his talent _______________________ _____________________________. 
      (prepositional phrase)   (adjective clause) 

   

word 

 

word 

prepositional phrase prepositional phrase 

with her sassy smile 

infinitive phrase 

 

infinitive phrase 

participial phrase 

hanging in the Norton Simon Museum 

participial phrase 

adjective clause adjective clause 

 

 

word word 

 

 

prepositional phrase prepositional phrase 

infinitive phrase 

to watch in this race 

infinitive phrase 

participial phrase participial phrase 

adjective clause adjective clause 

which he inherited from his mother 
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Related Sort Activity:  UNCOMBINE SENTENCES - On a blank piece of paper make a T chart with the 
headings: sentence and adjective ideas.  Launch the SORT activity.   Copy the sentence in the left column.   
Play the sort to view all the adjective types.  Draw a line through each adjective that is sorted.  On the right 
side write (as simple sentences) all the ideas contained in these adjectives. 
  Sentence      Adjective Ideas 
Filling two pages, his blueprint to build the  |         The blueprint fills two pages. 
birdhouse is the most complex which he has  |         The blueprint is his. 
ever tried.      |         The blueprint is to build a birdhouse. 

Circle whether the underlined adjectives are punctuated correctly.  If they are incorrectly punctuated, explain why on the 
line below. 
 

11) Invented by Percy Spencer in 1947, the first microwave oven was called a Radarange.                

correct     incorrect __________________________________________________________________________________ 

12) Wild, blueberry jam will be delicious on the buttermilk biscuits.                 

correct     incorrect __________________________________________________________________________________ 

13) The fox lives in an underground den dug earlier this winter. 

correct     incorrect __________________________________________________________________________________ 

14) The movie that you suggested is not showing until 9:00 PM.                 

correct     incorrect __________________________________________________________________________________ 

15) The large truck could barely navigate the winding narrow road to the summit.                

correct     incorrect __________________________________________________________________________________ 

Combine sentences using adjectives. 
 
 

16) a. Grampa Evan lounged in the hammock.     combine b as a participial phrase modifying Grampa Evan 
       b. Grampa Evan was warmed by the sun.  
      
       ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

17) a. Some seventh grade students cannot enroll in school.    combine b as an adjective clause modifying students  
       b. All seventh grade students must show proof of vaccinations to enroll.  
      
       ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

18) a. The students asked the teacher many questions.    combine b as a prepositional phrase modifying questions 
       b. The questions were about the field trip.  
 
      ______________________________________________________________________________________ 
      
19)  a. The agent needed to keep the secret.        combine a into b by making an infinitive phrase modifying need  
       b. This need made him cautious.  
      
       ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

20) a. The Upanishads are written in Sanskrit.     combine a as a participial phrase modifying Upanishads 
       b. They contain the main concepts of Hinudism.  combine b as an adjective clause modifying Upanishads 
       C. They were originally part of oral tradition. 
      
       ______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Fill in missing adjectives for each noun.  ANSWERS WILL VARY. 
Painting   OIL       Girl OLDER 
    ON CANVAS       WITH HER SASSY SMILE 
    TO SEE AT THE MUSEUM     TO ASK TO THE DANCE 
    HANGING IN THE NORTON SIMON MUSEUM   FLUSHED WITH EXCITEMENT 
    WHICH WAS PAINTED IN ROME    WHOM I MET LAST SATURDAY 
One    SICK       Talent BEST 
    OF THE BIRDS       FOR SINGING 
    TO WATCH IN THE RACE     TO WATCH IN THE FUTURE  
    LEAPT OUT OF THE NEST     HIDDEN FROM VIEW 
    WHO WANTED BINOCULARS     WHICH HE INHERITED FROM HIS MOTHER 

Add the specified type of adjective to each sentence.  You may use the ones above or write new ones.  ANSWERS WILL 
VARY 
 

1) After seeing her, no one could deny her talent ______for singing____. 
          (prepositional phrase) 
 

2) ______wobbling on its base____, one of the bowling pins was about to fall. 
  (participial phrase) 
 

3) The librarian retrieved the book from the girl ___who had kept it past the due date____. 
          (adjective clause) 
 

4) The one ___to use _____ is made of wood and can hold up to 20 lbs. 
   (infinitive phrase) 
 

5) The art show judges rejected the painting ______done by that artist________. 
          (participial phrase) 
 

6) Each guest chose one ______of the party hats_________. 
       (prepositional phrase) 
 

7) The art collectors came to see __the___ painting ____by Leonardo______. 
         (word)      (prepositional phrase) 
 

8) She received a letter from one ____if the girls_____ _____who she met at camp_____. 
      (prepositional phrase)      (adjective clause) 
 

9) ______Standing by the gate___, the girl _____to ask to the dance_____ just arrived. 
  (participial phrase)      (infinitive phrase) 
 
10) John displayed his talent __for skateboarding___ __which he inherited from his mother_. 
      (prepositional phrase)   (adjective clause) 

Circle whether the underlined adjectives are punctuated correctly.  If they are incorrectly punctuated, explain why on the 
line below.  ANSWERS 
 

11) correct  (participial phrase is unnecessary information and at the beginning of the sentence so it requires a comma) 
12) incorrect (adjectives are not coordinate, they do not need a comma, they cannot be rearranged, AND cannot be put 
between them) 
13) incorrect (participial phrase is unnecessary information so it requires a comma) 
14) correct   (adjective clause is necessary to identify the noun so it does not require commas) 
15) incorrect (adjectives are coordinate, they do need a comma, they can be rearranged, AND can be put between them) 

Combine sentences using adjectives.  ANSWERS WILL VARY 
 

16) Grampa Evan, warmed by the sun, lounged in the hammock.          

17) Seventh grade students who do not have proof of vaccination cannot enroll in school.      

18) The students asked the teacher many questions about the filed trip.         
19)  The need to keep the secret made the agent cautious.  
20)  Written in Sanskrit, the Upanishads, which contain the main concepts of Hinduism, were originally an oral 
tradition. 


